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Executive Summary 
As one of five pilot sites for a philanthropic collaborative in Michigan called the Statewide Equity Fund, 
the Community Foundation of Marquette County engaged Grow & Lead and Regionerate LLC to assess 
equity gaps, structural, financial, programmatic, and cultural barriers, and the potential to advance 
equitable distribution of ARPA funds, especially in community project categories of Child Care and 
Homelessness. Grow & Lead interviewed historically excluded and underserved populations. At the same 
time, Regionerate met with key community partners, including the County, Michigan Works, Great Start 
to Quality, MARESA, Lake Superior Community Partnership, Private Businesses, and Civic Leaders.  

This report presents initial findings and recommendations to promote local strategies for accessing quality 
and affordable childcare for Marquette County families and providing much-needed resources for 
individuals and families without shelter. Grow & Lead and Regionerate offer high-level findings and 
recommendations to guide the Community Foundation of Marquette County and other investors in (1) 
delivering programs that broadly serve the entire county with a particular focus on historically 
underserved groups; and (2) piloting programs that fill demonstrated gaps in the housing and childcare 
ecosystems.  

Key Findings:  

Homeless and Rapid Rehousing programs are highly siloed and do not have a quality referral system. There 
is a client tracking system that is not updated and is often inaccurate. The shelters do not have space for 
families, and temporary housing is in short supply. Resource providers who serve homeless populations 
face many complex challenges (mental illness, lack of transportation, food insecurity, unemployment, 
financial instability) and are not currently acting as a network of partner providers for a continuum of 
care.  

A lack of childcare openings impedes many parents from returning to work and causes turnover and 
difficulty retaining workers. Many childcare workers, especially entry-level, do not earn family-sustaining 
wages and cannot afford to stay in the profession. Many of the existing home care providers are ready to 
retire without successors.  Education providers are experimenting with rapid certifications and skill 
upgrades. The certification fees for advancement can be a significant barrier for those looking to improve 
their skills. 

Recommendations:  

The Homeless Coalition needs funding for facility upgrades, more affordable housing stock for renters, 
transitional housing, and permanent supportive housing options. We recommend that they invest in 
learning more about the local network resources, consider seeking funding to support a network navigator 
to ensure transparency of program services and seek out other funding to address common challenges.  

The Childcare Coalition proposes to link existing resources at MARESA and Great Start to Quality with Lake 
Superior Community Partnership to form a new initiative that engages potential home-based childcare 
providers to participate in a business startup and growth accelerator program. The cohort-based model 
has been tested in other regions and serves as a prototype for providing both business education and 
specialized childcare service supports to ensure Marquette is able to meet the current and future demand 
for affordable quality childcare. The program would be sustained by a cost-sharing model with employers 
and an endowment fund managed by the Community Foundation.  
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 Background 
Widespread economic hardship throughout the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has prompted an 
unprecedented influx of federal and local recovery dollars. In partnership with its members, the 
Council of Michigan Foundations has created the Statewide Equity Fund (SEF). Using a co-
investment model, the SEF serves as a vehicle for Michigan philanthropy to advance impactful, 
collaboratively, equitable strategies that address systemic challenges laid bare by the COVID-19 
pandemic. Specifically, the SEF focuses on public health, education, and economic prosperity. 

In January 2022, SEF invested in five regions across the state to help philanthropic collaboratives 
develop local approaches to equitable planning and distribution of incoming American Rescue 
Plan Act (ARPA) resources. Specifically, the pilot focuses on measuring philanthropy’s impact in 
helping shape ARPA investments in COVID-19 relief and local fiscal responsibility in economic 
prosperity. 

Marquette County SEF Pilot 
Community Foundation of Marquette County (CFMC) was selected as one of the SEF Pilot sites 
and worked with the technical assistance providers and community partners to advance equitable 
distribution of ARPA funding, particularly in the community project categories of childcare and 
homelessness, by: 

1. identifying existing tables around Marquette County Master Plan 2040 priorities that 
align with ARPA funds purposes and connecting existing efforts 

2. seeking engagement with the public, particularly historically disinvested and 
underrepresented populations 

3. coordinating locally with entities in Marquette County who are receiving funding 

4. working toward identifying short-, mid-and long-term actions that fully support all 
workers, families, and businesses in Marquette County 

5. leveraging future state and federal funding to support identified action plans. 

Marquette County received $12,955,499 from the Coronavirus State, and Local Fiscal Recovery 
Fund established under the ARPA, which was signed into law in March of 2021.  

Marquette County ARPA proposed allocation includes a significant investment in community 
projects, including $100,000 for childcare and $200,000 for homelessness, among others. 
Marquette County Master Plan 2040 identifies several specific strategies for childcare and 
homelessness, included in Appendix A of this report.  

Through funding from SEF, CFMC contracted Grow & Lead to interview nonprofits and the people 
they serve to receive feedback and generate solutions (Section I of this report). Regionerate LLC 
worked directly with service providers and conducted stakeholder working groups to create a set 
of pathway projects and develop specific funding recommendations (Section II). 
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Section I - Community Interviews 
 

Merriam Webster defines equity as justice according to natural law or right, specifical freedom 
from bias or favoritism. This definition differs from the definition of equality, the quality which 
Merriam Webster defines as being equal. Why are these definitions important? There must be a 
shared understanding that by rooting the allocation and distribution in equity, there must be an 
adjustment to meet those most impacted where they are. This idea contrasts with the concept of 
providing the same services to all. Therefore, this report will not focus on solutions that will impact 
all constituents but will lift needs and ideas from those most affected by the lack of childcare and 
the increase in homelessness in our community.  

The American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) is a once-in-a-generation investment into local 
governments, with the option to invest the funds into nonprofits addressing issues brought on by 
the pandemic. This unique opportunity provides the opportunity for transformational impact. 
Viewing ARPA distribution through the lens of equity allows for allocations to areas that meet 
constituents where they are and gives access to outcomes that better our community.  

Interview participants  
The Census hard-to-count populations were used to ensure underrepresented communities were 
providing feedback. The following hard-to-count people are served by the organizations that 
participated: 

Communities of color, non-English speakers, low-income persons, persons experiencing 
homelessness, undocumented immigrants, young children, persons with mental or physical 
disabilities, persons who do not live in traditional housing, LGBTQ persons, highly mobile persons, 
geographically isolated persons, physically isolated persons, and persons who distrust the 
government. 

Organizations that participated in representing these populations include: 

906 Church      Bay Cliff Health Camp 

Care Clinic – Ishpeming     Care Clinic – Sawyer 

Community Action Alger Marquette   Great Lakes Recovery Centers 

Great Start Collaborative    Great Start to Quality  

Ishpeming Carnegie Library    Janzen House 

Keweenaw Bay Indian Community  MARESA    

Marquette Housing Commission   Northern Michigan University  

Partridge Creek Farm    Peter White Public Library  
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Redeemer Lutheran Child Care Center  Salvation Army – Ishpeming 

Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians St. Vincent de Paul – Republic  

St. Francis Connection Center – Sawyer   St. Vincent de Paul – Gwinn 

Superior Housing Solutions   Upper Peninsula Health Care Solutions 

Upper Peninsula Health Plan    Women’s Center 

Appendix B lists the questions asked in each interview.  

 

Addressing Child Care 
 

Defining the Need 
According to the 2020 census, there are 66,017 residents of Marquette County. Of these residents, 3,636 
are children aged 0-5 (Kids Count). In addition to young children, school-aged children, or children aged 
6-12, account for 4,724 residents (Kids Count). This brings the total of children that may need care to 
8,360. The Great Start to Quality website shows 1,914 childcare slots in Marquette County. Additionally, 
2022 Kids Count data shows that the average cost of full-time childcare per child is $661 per month in 
Marquette County.  

This shortage in childcare has impacted many in the community. Women with low to moderate incomes 
have been affected significantly. Interviewees that currently have access to care noted how little money 
from their paycheck is left after paying for rent, food, and childcare. Some interviewees stated they or 
their partners had chosen to leave the workforce as full-time caregivers. One interviewee shared, “My 
family decided to be a single-income household, as care cost more money than my partner was making.” 

Organizations indicated that as families have additional children, there is a higher chance that a parent 
will leave the workforce to stay home. "[We] lost a department head because it wasn't financially worth 
it for her to work after having her second child,” stated one agency.  Additionally, there were stories of 
colleagues relocating out of the area to be closer to family, as that was the only way they could access 
childcare.  

Families with children with challenging behaviors or disabilities experienced more difficulty finding care. 
As a result, these children were more likely to be asked to leave the center. This would allow the center 
to bring in a child that was “easier.” An agency that works with children with disabilities shared, “The 
availability of respite care for caregivers [of children with disabilities] is debilitating." 

Finally, organizations that serve women with children experiencing homelessness expressed that lack of 
care was a barrier to finding employment, which is needed to get into a house.  

What has been impeding progress? 
Interviewees recognized that this isn’t a problem that can be solved by money alone. The staffing 
shortage, transportation, and inflation affect childcare availability and affordability. Another interviewee 
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shared, “Transportation issues impact access to care. For example, a new center opened in Sands 
Township. Without a car, the center isn't accessible.”  

The invisibility of the lack of childcare has caused the community not to see the actual need. A recent 
Michigan Works survey showed interviewees noted that few businesses are brought into being a part of 
the solution. Advocates for the issues also have a high turnover, as they step back once children become 
school-aged.  

Organizations providing care struggle with staffing. Caring for children is not viewed as a career. With 
education institutions eliminating child development degrees, untrained workers are staffing centers 
across the county. At the same time, in-home centers have a difficult time taking a vacation or caring for 
a sick family member, as the children enrolled in their program have no alternative care for that time.  
One agency shared how staffing issues have impacted centers. “Centers that stayed open didn’t have kids 
coming for a while, so they had to lay staff off. Then when things opened more, that staff didn’t come 
back…Also, childcare is an aging population, and some providers may not have reopened due to having 
an immunocompromised family member.”  

The childcare issue has been framed as a low-income and women’s issue. However, interviewees made it 
clear that it’s an economic development issue. Interviewees cited impacted educated professionals, 
including teachers, nurses, professors, librarians, and counselors.  

What can be done? 
Many interviewees stated there needs to be community buy-in to fix the issue. Businesses, government, 
nonprofits, parents, and schools must be at the table. The complexity of the issues will require innovative 
solutions. The following suggestions were offered by two or more interviewees: 

• Subsidies for childcare 
• Options for families and organizations/businesses were mentioned 
• Higher wages for childcare employees  
• Expand maternity leave benefits  
• Reinstate Early Child Care training programs 
• Create a childcare training center, specifically in partnership with NMU  
• Incentives and technical assistance for businesses to provide care on site 
• Waive inspection fees for a childcare center and in-home licensing  
• Building code and zoning changes to allow for more in-home centers  

Addressing Homelessness 
 

Defining the Need 
According to the 2020 census, there are 66,017 residents of Marquette County. The United Way’s Asset 
Limited, Income Constrained, Employed (ALICE) report groups those residents into 27,981 households. 
The ALICE report found that 13% of those households live at or below the 2019 Federal Poverty Level of 
$25,750 for a family of four. In addition, it found 21% of Marquette County households to be considered 
ALICE. These households earned above the Federal Poverty Level but not enough to afford basic 
household necessities.  
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Homelessness has become a growing issue for residents in poverty and ALICE residents. Interviewees 
stated that during the pandemic, there was a rise in domestic violence, leading to an increase in unhoused 
women with children. Many services that impacted those with substance use disorder were canceled, 
leading to increased homelessness in this population. Because of the lack of affordable housing, landlords 
can be selective in who is in their rentals, causing families with a disability and individuals with a criminal 
record to have a more difficult time finding a home.  

In many interviews, people shared how the pandemic exacerbated the cycle of poverty. The process 
became harder to escape, and many lived in survival mode, impacting their credit scores. These credit 
scores could affect an individual or family’s ability to get housing in the future.  

Interviewees mentioned that the closure of public spaces made it difficult for the unhoused to access a 
computer or phone. Internet and phone access are necessary for housing applications. The applications 
may also require documents that an unhoused individual doesn’t have available. Acquiring the documents 
costs money and can take up to six months.  

Interviewees that interact with indigenous populations noted that there had been an increase in homeless 
elders living off the reservation. Many tribal resources are available on the reservations, but off-
reservation services are harder to come by.  

What has been impeding progress? 
Interviewees stressed how the funding for homelessness is highly siloed. There are specific programs an 
individual can fit into. Outside those programs, the only option is to go to a shelter. CARES funding allowed 
the COVID Emergency Rental Assistance (CERA) program to pay rent to stop evictions. The CERA program 
will be ending soon, and fewer people will qualify for the Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) program that 
will take its place.  

The gentrification of the area was brought up in many interviews. Although affordable housing is a 
separate issue from homelessness, rapid rehousing is the best practice for diversion from homelessness. 
The new ESG program will focus on rapid rehousing. With fewer landlords accepting MSHDA vouchers, 
background check requirements, and credit score checks, the unhoused have more difficulty finding a 
place to live, even when a voucher is available. On top of that, Airbnb/VRBO is growing in the county, and 
fewer rentals are available overall. Currently, no shelter accepts families in the area; therefore, funds are 
used to put families in a hotel until housing is public.   

Lack of buy-in from large employers was also mentioned as impeding progress in this area. Interviewees 
shared stories of students, travel nurses, and another transient/seasonal population staying in a unit for 
limited times while renting it for the year. One interviewee stated, “there are travel nurses renting 
apartments when they spend 8-10 days in the community a month. These units are then off the market 
and unavailable to community members.” 

Unreliable and unavailable public transportation makes it hard to encourage people without a car to look 
outside their area for housing opportunities. 

Mental health and substance use disorders were often mentioned as contributing factors to becoming 
unhoused. One agency stated, “Landlords use background checks and credit scores which is an automatic 
strike against a homeless person with no permanent address or credit history. Landlords have no incentive 
to take the risk and accept this population as tenants.” 
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What can be done? 
Although the topic was people experiencing homelessness, respondents viewed homelessness as a 
symptom of the housing crisis. There will need to be government and community partnerships on many 
of the initiatives. The suggested solutions reflect these views:  

• Countywide plan for homelessness and housing  
• Expansion of land bank program 
• Nonprofit-led Brownfield projects 
• Consistent, reliable public transportation  
• Single source case management with wrap-around services  
• Incentives for development in outlying townships (contingent on consistent, reliable 

transportation)  
• Donations of land to nonprofits and tribal nations working to solve the housing shortage 
• The subsidized cost of water/sewer for new projects 
• Investment in KI Sawyer by renovating buildings into housing  
• Advocacy for capping the number of Airbnbs 
• If current legislation passes, advocacy for a percentage of tax to go to address housing  
• Incentives for participating in voucher programs for both landlords and hotels  

Additional Areas of Need 
During the interviews, three additional areas of need were mentioned repeatedly.  

 Lack of services – Organizations and individuals revealed that many benefits went away during the 
pandemic. In addition, the inability to get childcare has also taken individuals out of the workforce. These 
individuals include master social workers, nurses, teachers, librarians, and other positions that provide for 
the community. Tribal nations mentioned that the shutdowns impacted gaming, a direct funding source 
for services.  

Lack of internet access - Services that went virtual were challenging to access without a phone with 
unlimited data or a computer with the internet. Interviewees shared stories of internet access being a 
barrier to filling prescriptions and those with substance use disorder losing their support systems. 
Additionally, youth participating in virtual school were doing so from cars in parking lots with Wi-Fi access. 
The ALICE report shows that 80.06% of households in Marquette County have internet access.   

Food access – At the beginning of the pandemic, food was difficult to access without transportation. In 
the current state of the pandemic, inflation is impacting food costs. Individuals receiving assistance cannot 
purchase as much as they could in the past. Programs offering food services have to cut back on what 
they can provide. Food distribution events are seeing longer lines and are running out of food.  

The ARPA funding allocation to Child Care and Homelessness provides an opportunity for working 
toward closing the gap in two areas that have been a significant challenge for Marquette County 
residents. There is not a magic bullet that will eliminate the issues. The lived experiences of those most 
impacted can help the county with special projects that will move the needle. Pathfinder projects baked 
on a process of collective shared learning strengthen trust and replaces assumptions with evidence.  
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Section II- Stakeholder Working Groups 
 
Childcare Coalition- Background and Context 
The Childcare Coalition (CCC) has been meeting weekly by zoom and participated in a two-day strategic 
making retreat facilitated by Linda Fowler, President of Regionerate LLC. The meeting on June 8-9, 2022, 
was hosted by CFMC and included many core partners and new members throughout the two days.  The 
agenda for the meeting included establishing a shared vision of success and creating a set of pathway 
projects to move the needle on closing the significant gaps in the childcare ecosystem (providers, staffing, 
wages, career pathways). Solving complex challenges requires significantly more effort, a tolerance for 
uncertainty, and the presence of divergent voices. Change comes from the collective intelligence of the 
people engaged, and the right questions will guide them toward solutions. Regionerate reinforced the 
importance of asking opportunity-focused framing questions to inspire the discussion over the two-day 
retreat.  

The participants shared their unique resources and committed to working together across organizational 
boundaries to research supply and demand data for affordable quality childcare. By the end of the two 
days, the coalition had developed a draft action plan for the next 3 to 6 months to inform a business case 
and prepare a formal proposal to the County for ARPA dollars.   

In evaluating opportunities to work together, the coalition agreed to filter by the guidelines presented 
above as well as consideration of whether the pilots would be (1) feasible, scalable, and replicable; (2) 
reasonable cost; (3) evidence-based and data-informed; and (4) aligned with County and other funder 
priorities. 

Common themes that cut across the desired outcomes included Quality, Affordable Child Care for all ages, 
including infant care; Livable Wages for Child Care Providers and Workers; Talent Pipeline for Child Care 
and Early Childhood Education Professionals; Strong Employer Engagement; and Profitable Home-Based 
Childcare. 

Next, they uncovered assets that people were willing to share.  The resources were not just financial. In 
this way, CCC took stock of all those resources, which we call assets. The assets help CCC answer the 
question, “What could we do together?”  The more extensive and complex the challenge, the more 
networks must be engaged effectively to meet the challenge. Types of assets include physical spaces, 
talent or specialized knowledge, social capital/networks, and funding sources.  

The coalition discussed the need for innovative business models to support publicly funded and privately 
run childcare centers. Private Sector engagement is key to covering a portion of the costs. Employer 
scholarships for employees to access quality and affordable childcare represent one model for 
consideration. Only Northern Michigan University (NMU) is leveraging the TriShare Dollars, but NMU is 
conducting meetings with other potential employer partners. After the meeting in June, the state passed 
legislation extending the TriShare Dollars beyond the pilot period.   

Several actionable initiatives based on linking and leveraging current assets and building on commitments 
to share resources were explored, including (1) Analysis of Supply (Talent) and Demand (Childcare Needs) 
Data; (2) Creation of Program Descriptions for Existing Education and Workforce Programs; (3) Building of 
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Digital Asset Maps/Resource Directories for Students, Employees, Employers, and Small Childcare 
Business Owners; (4)Documentation of Relevant Funding; (5) Business Case Prototype for County and 
other Funders that includes ROI and gap analysis for Marquette County; (6) Engagement of Economic 
Development Partners and Universities to Support Technology-Enabled Solutions; (7) Develop a 
Knowledge Sharing Clearinghouse for the Coalition, including all of the above information. 

The participants voted on potential impact and ease of implementation for many opportunities to work 
together. We discussed what we “should do together” and “what we will do together” over the next 3 to 
6 months. As feasible, the group agreed to meet biweekly and produce results on the following 
commitments in 30 to 60 days.  

The coalition agreed to review information regarding staffing shortages, the current demand for childcare 
slots, and the cadence of training and education program completion. There are several sources of data 
to consider, including Parent Provider and Employer data from UP Child Care Taskforce, MI Works-led 
employer survey, Grow & Lead’s needs assessment, NMU Parent Survey, and Great Start to Quality 
Resource Center input.  

CCC agreed that it would be helpful to have a dynamic document that briefly outlines the various programs 
and resources available (“Cliff Notes”) of all programs. CCC is committed to collecting data to understand 
better the ROI of quality childcare and the negative impacts on the economy when caregivers are forced 
to leave the workforce without access to care options.  Regionerate will prepare a funder map highlighting 
federal and foundation funding sources aligning with the CCC priorities.  

Homelessness Coalition- Background and Context 
The Homeless Coalition had been meeting for months in hopes of solidifying support for repurposing a 
suitable facility near NMU as a housing shelter and temporary housing facility. As that option no longer 
exists, Janzen House developed a separate request for $100K of the county’s ARPA funds and would like 
to pursue state funding with county commitment.   

Without an executive leader in place, Room at the Inn staff has been stalled in their concrete request for 
closing financing gaps. The partners agreed that they would like to better understand the local challenges 
and assets as a network.  

Linda Fowler, President, Regionerate, LLC. facilitated a face-to-face coalition meeting at the CFMC offices 
on June 9, 2022. Several organizations were represented, including Marquette County, Janzen House, 
Room at the Inn, Community Action Alger Marquette, CFMC, and Grow & Lead.   

The purpose of the meeting was to understand the issues, challenges, and opportunities related to 
homelessness in Marquette County and nearby counties. Since the June meeting, the Janzen House was 
given a $100K grant from the County. The attendees requested that the loosely formed coalition take time 
to understand the complete local needs and inventory of current housing and service options.  The group 
agreed it would be preferable to leverage county money to attract other dollars from unique sources.   
 
Based on the input of those in attendance, the physical assets do not meet the demand for housing.  At 
last count, there was no housing available for 22 individuals and 13 families within the 10-county region. 
There are 400 to 450 calls per month from at-risk persons.  Additional barriers include vouchers with no 
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housing options and unsafe conditions in some of the housing options.  The Coalition agreed to research 
Statewide Housing Plan and funding options for federal and state support, such as MSHDA and HUD.   

Based on input from the interviews and focus groups, along with feedback from stakeholder coalitions, 
Marquette County SEF Pilot adopted a set of criteria to filter future ARPA project proposals.  

Strategic Criteria for Formulating Final Recommendations 
In solving complex system challenges, such as childcare, housing stability, food security, and closing the 
digital divide, experimentation becomes critical to the process of innovation.  As new collaborations form 
to develop “link and leverage” strategies to innovate, an experiment in the form of pathfinder projects 
becomes essential to test out new ideas; in the discipline of design thinking, this process is called “rapid 
prototyping” or “learning launches.”  The State Equity Fund’s support has allowed the stakeholder forums 
to identify specific strategic outcomes that answer questions like “if we were completely successful, what 
would we see?” What would be different? The following criteria were used to help define possible 
pathfinder projects funded by ARPA dollars. The first five questions published by the County provide an 
initial framework of analysis:  

• Does the proposed project have a county-wide impact? 
• Does the proposed project correlate with the County’s master plan strategies? 
• Does the proposed project positively affect County-funded services? 
• Does the proposed project fit into one of the categories already identified by the County 

Board of Commissioners? 
• Does the proposed project leverage other funds or demonstrate a collaborative effort? 

As stakeholders were interviewed and working groups collected data, an additional set of filters was 
critical for recommending county-wide initiatives. Anchored by action-oriented principles, the framework 
firmly places equity at the center of its work. Pilots aligned with these guidelines will help inform the 
formation of longer-term strategies and structures that can guide future public support.  

o Does the proposed project address issues created or exacerbated by the COVID-19 
pandemic? 

o Does the project address and eliminate gaps in outcomes for underserved and 
underrepresented populations?    

o To what extent is this project led by or created with direct input from underrepresented 
communities? 

o Does the proposed project directly impact underrepresented communities impacted by 
the pandemic? 

o How sustainable is the project? Will it require ongoing support? 
o How much support does the proposal currently have or will likely have? 
o What is the opportunity for transformation change for Marquette County residents? 
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Recommendations for Child Care Coalition 
The CCC's unified vision is to see more family-owned childcare provider businesses thrive. This means 
inspiring more entrepreneurs to start home-based centers and surrounding them with the experts and 
resources they need to successfully enter and scale in the market. The CCC developed the concept of 
providing direct support to cohorts of entrepreneurs and working closely with existing entrepreneur 
support organizations (ESOs) such as incubators, accelerators, and economic development professionals, 
as well as child and family service organizations, to raise the collective capacity of the ecosystem to meet 
their needs.  By running focused domain-specific entrepreneur support programming year upon year, the 
desired outcome is to achieve three high-level objectives: 

1. Support entrepreneur’s representative of underserved communities, with a specific focus on 
marginalized populations. 

2. Surround these entrepreneurs with the resources they need, a curriculum to build their capacity, 
and mentors from the community who share their lived experiences. 

3. Strengthen the connective tissues of the community and create a culture of support and pride in 
local businesses and resilient economies. 

Education and Workforce Development programs should develop the capacity to meet the needs of 
Marquette County’s current and future industries, including childcare. This means helping existing 
workforce development programs work with the entrepreneurs creating the businesses. These 
relationships help workforce development programs understand the types of knowledge, skills, and 
experience that companies will need as they grow and connect the businesses with a diverse talent for 
hands-on educational experiences that can evolve into careers.  

Designing and implementing a pilot accelerator for Home-Based Child-Care Entrepreneurs was embraced 
as the most feasible and high-impact collaboration. Core partner providers for the Child Care Accelerator 
pilot include Great Start to Quality Upper Peninsula (UP) Resource Center serving Alger, Baraga, 
Chippewa, Delta, Dickinson, Gogebic, Houghton, Iron, Keweenaw, Luce, Mackinac, Marquette, 
Menominee, Ontonagon, and Schoolcraft counties. Located in Marquette, the Resource Center helps 
families find childcare in the Upper Peninsula and supports providers with improving their programs by 
providing individualized consultation, coaching, and access to training and resources.  

Marquette-Alger Regional Educational Service Agency (MARESA) is a second core partner for the pilot. 
Their early childhood programs serve children from birth to age five. Programs are provided in 
collaboration with various agencies that serve children and families. Great Start Collaborative is available 
to all families with children aged birth to five in the Marquette and Alger Counties. Early On is available to 
eligible children aged three and their families.  The Great Start Readiness Program is open to all eligible 4-
year-old children. 

The third core partner is the Lake Superior Community Partnership Foundation (LSCPF), a 501(c)(3) 
corporation whose primary mission is to promote and advance economic and workforce development in 
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. As an outgrowth of the Lake Superior Community Partnership, the 
Foundation Board comprises a diverse group of active community leaders who promote and advance 
education, economic and workforce development, and cultural and recreational activities in the Upper 
Peninsula. 
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The resource providers met and agreed to work on a joint proposal for the County. If funded, the three 
partner providers will function as a network to assess needs and broker the appropriate resources at the 
right time in the entrepreneur’s journey.  The organizations will be in an excellent position to leverage 
existing expertise, resources, and staffing to support the program while also building capacity to design a 
customized program to meet local needs and hire additional staff.  

 

Recommendations for Homeless Coalition 
Based on interviews and working group meetings, the Coalition has the opportunity to become a more 
cohesive and integrated network of partner providers. One barrier is the quality and timeliness of data 
about housing opportunities in the shared database.  Individuals are forced to go to multiple resources 
and locations to meet their diverse needs. This team would like to consider how to streamline intake and 
service delivery for residents, especially those on public assistance and with multiple challenges 
preventing them from full-time employment and housing stability.   

The community and neighborhood-based organizations are often the front doors to government-funded 
programs (intake, assessment of needs, case management, wrap-around services). Many of these 
organizations require more staff resources, professional development, and additional funding to do 
systems work (in addition to their programmatic work).  

A potential mitigant to these barriers is hiring a full-time person to be the network navigator.  They would 
proactively identify resources, make them transparent to clients, and help clients access the right 
resources for their circumstances. 
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ADDITIONAL 
RESPONSIBLE 

PARTIES 

Create a public 
inventory of licensed 

child care and pre-
kindergarten service 

providers in 
Marquette County 

that includes 
availability and 
waitlist times.  

Create a public inventory of licensed child care and pre-
kindergarten service providers with open spots available in 

Marquette County and regularly update. 
  x x     x     

Child Care/Pre-K 
Providers, 

Community 
Action Alger 
Marquette 

Create more family-
friendly workplaces 

in Marquette County 
through education 
and positive social 

pressure to 
persuade employers 
to implement a list 
of best practices. 

Work with local business groups to create more family-
friendly workplaces in Marquette County by creating a 

consistent and comprehensive list of best practices, 
educating employers about these best practices, and 

recognizing and celebrating employers that provide family-
friendly workplaces by following these best practices. (Go 

here for ideas from Colorado: 
http://eccp.civiccanopy.org/resources/toolkits/family-

friendly-workplace-toolkit/) 

  x x       x   

Child Care/Pre-K 
Providers, Major 

Employers, 
Business 

Organizations 
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Consider subsidizing 
or directly providing 

public child care 
services at a local 

level. 

If child care costs continue to rise and availability continues 
to become more limited, Marquette County and/or other 
local units of government should consider subsidizing or 

directly providing public child care services at a local level. 
This could potentially be accomplished through grant 
funding, local millages specifically targeting child care 

tuition assistance, or public-private partnerships to 
redevelop vacant commercial and mixed-use properties as 
child care facilities. (See Teton County, WY, Breckenridge, 

CO, and Aspen, CO as examples). 

x x x x x x   x 
Child Care/Pre-K 
Providers, Major 

Employers 

Create a Marquette 
County Early 

Childhood Council to 
coordinate child care 
and early childhood 

education efforts 
among providers, 

local governments, 
business groups and 

employers, and 
additional service 

providers. 

Create a Marquette County Early Childhood Council to 
coordinate child care and early childhood education efforts 
among providers, local governments, business groups and 

employers, and additional service providers. In the medium- 
to long-term, this Early Childhood Council could employ a 

part-time or full-time staff person who would be responsible 
for pursuing government and foundation grant funding for 

income-based child care and pre-kindergarten tuition 
assistance. (For examples, see an example from Routt 

County, CO at https://firstimpressionsofrouttcounty.org/, 
and other county-wide councils like this that are mandated 

by Colorado state law.) 

  x x x   x     

Major 
Employers, 
Health Care 

Providers, MSU 
Extension, 

Community 
Action Alger 
Marquette 
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ADDITIONAL 
RESPONSIBLE 

PARTIES 

Develop more supportive 
housing to address 
homelessness in our region. 

A permanent emergency shelter alone is 
not sufficient to address the growing 
problem of homelessness in Marquette 
County. Local service providers such as 
Room at the Inn and Superior Housing 
Solutions have identified a serious unmet 
need for additional Permanent 
Supportive Housing in Marquette 
County, particularly in the Borealis Beach 
region. x x x x x x x  x 

Superior Housing 
Solutions, Religious 
Organizations  

Support the development of 
a permanent homeless 
shelter.  

Room at the Inn is currently attempting 
to renovate their existing emergency 
shelter in downtown Marquette into a 
permanent 24-bed homeless shelter with 
an on-site social worker. Marquette 
County and other local units of 
government should take all reasonable 
steps to facilitate the development, 
operation, and any necessary future 
expansion of this permanent homeless 
shelter, which represents the first step in 
crafting an effective "housing-first" 
solution to homelessness in Marquette 
County. x   x x x x x   x 

Religious 
Organizations 
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Appendix B - Interview Questions 
 

During the pandemic, did the people that you serve experience inequities, causing an increase in need 
for your services?   

How has the childcare shortage impacted the people that you serve? Are certain populations more 
impacted than others?  

How has homelessness impacted the people that you serve? Are certain populations more impacted 
than others?  

What exists in our community that is helping to advance equitable services to the unhoused and access 
to quality and affordable child care?  

What exists in our community that may impede progress or actively cause roadblocks to solutions?  

How can the county better support primary caregivers for infants to early child care and unhoused 
populations? 

What specific interventions at the state, regional, and local levels are most needed?  

What oversights exist to ensure there are childcare opportunities/services for the unhoused for 
historically disadvantaged populations in Marquette County?  

Are there any other solutions we haven’t talked about today that you’d like to see in our community? 
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Appendix C - Kids Count Marquette County Profile  
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Appendix D - ALICE Report Marquette County  
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